FURTHER READING

MODULE SPECIFIC ICT TOOLS IN THE TOURISM BUSINESS
Lesson_1_ What “travel reservation system” is, types of reservation systems,
importance of travel reservation systems?

1. TRAVEL RESERVATION SYSTEMS

•

Travel Reservation System for travel agents- these type of systems are designed

only for use of professionals in tourism sector. All prices, fares, conditions,
availability and system features are visible only for travel business representatives.
•

Travel Reservation System for end-customers- The most recognizable and similar

systems are platforms like priceline.com, hotels.com, expedia.com etc.
•

Combined Travel Reservation System for TA and travelers- To further expand

their business, some platforms also allow travel agents to sign up and to re-sell their
products to the end-customers.
2. GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
GDS is a global chanel between travel agents and suppliers, such as hotels, others type

of accommodation, airline companies, transfers and rent-a car companies. GDS enables the
process of automated transaction between the third parties and the booking agents.
•

Key ,,players” in GDS

Primary customers of GDS are travel agents (both online and office-based) to make
reservation on various reservation systems run by the vendors/suppliers/travel providers,
hotels, rent-a-car companies. This GDS system have actual information from vendor's
database and each travel agent can use secure bookings from the primary vendors via
GSD.
 Galileo GDS is a global distribution system and can be used to book hotel rooms,
airline tickets, train tickets, cruises and car rentals. Galileo allows to access
information about seats, rates, availability ,discounts and live reservations.
 Worldspan provides travel distribution, technologies and services for thousands
of travel companies worldwide, including travel agencies, corporations, travel
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suppliers and travel Web sites.
Amadeus is a computer reservation system (or global distribution system, since it
sells tickets for multiple airlines) owned by the Amadeus IT Group with
headquarters in Madrid, Spain.
 Sabre is one of the leading GDS and it is estimated that more than 400,000 travel
agencies worldwide currently utilise the system in order to sell travel products.
Advantages of GDS

For hotels using a global distribution system helps to reach a larger number of
customers. As we show GDS provides a single point of access for thousands of travel
agents across the world, who book hotel rooms for their customers.
For travel agencies and tour operators GDS is an easy instrument to sell across the
globe their own product and on the other side to cover all customer’s needs.
For business travellers GDS give security of booking and a large number of
organisations still turn to a travel agent to book business travel.
3. WHAT IS Internet Distribution System ?

This term is generally used to present the hotels distribution by Internet and it is also known
as a synonym for Alternative Distributions System (ADS). IDS describes the distribution by
third parties websites. This includes online travel agencies, travel portals, travel search
engines and directories, online hotel consolidators, airline websites with online reservation
options. The IDS connects hotels with around 11,000 online travel portals including some
popular hotel booking websites like Expedia, Orbitz, Hotwire, TravelNow, Travelocity,
Booking.com, hotels.de, hotels.com, Agoda, Priceline, Lastminute.com. Some of these
websites can work like combined travel reservation system and to be used not only
from travelers, but from travel agents and tour operators too.
4.ТHE KEY PLAYERS IN TRAVEL BUSINESS
Inbound Tour Operators These are also known as incoming tour operators. Technically,

the operators who receive guests, clients/tourists and handle arrangements in the host country
are called inbound tour operators.
Outbound Tour Operators Tour operator who promote tours for foreign destinations,

maybe business tour or leisure tour is called outbound tour operators.
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Receptive tour operators (RTOs) represent the various products of tourism suppliers to

tour operators in other markets in a business-to-business (B2B) relationship. Receptive tour
operators are key to selling packages to overseas markets and creating awareness around
possible product. Receptive tour operators play an important role in the packaged travel
industry.
Destination management companies- DMC’s

A DMC’s provide local destination knowledge and they offer the following logistic services
in their destination- Meet and Greet, Transfers / Transportation, Hotel Accommodation,
Restaurants, Activities, Excursions, Conference Venues, Themed Events and Gala Dinners.
Naturally, DMC’s assist with overcoming any language barriers.
5. HOW TO CHOOSE RESERVATION SYSTEM OR GDS? The choice of reservation

system is definitely dependent on the type of tourist markets in which the tourist enterprise
operates. The choice of the system or systems may be provoked by the image of the system
on particular market, the prices available to it for certain destinations, number and type of
providers in each systems etc.
The travel market is the place where supply and demand meet.
By geography, the following types of markets can be distinguished
* National Market The market inside one country
* International market between countries bilateral, tripartite etc.
* Continental market between continents
* World market worldwide
Like any market, the travel industry has divided itself into different sectors and has different
types of companies.The travel market is divided into the following basics market sectors.








Luxury
Business travel
Mass market
Cruise
Rail
Speciality/ Activity/ Sports
Niche markets
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Customers

Еach travel company has its customers whose needs it has to satisfy. The factor that influence
the choice of reservation system is mainly the purpose of travel -for pleasure or business etc.
Оne of the most important conditions when choosing a reservation system is to know who its
owner really is, whether the terms of the transactions are clear, whether you have good
feedback from the relevant partner, how he reacts in difficult situations, or correctly presents
information about the services. Тhe trusted partner may be approved vendor or preferred
supplier, that you or your colleagues have worked with. Тhe right choice of a partner is
crucial for the development of the company.
User friendly interface

User-friendly describes a hardware device or software interface that is easy to use. It is
"friendly" to the user, meaning it is not difficult to learn or understand. While "user-friendly"
is a subjective term, the following are several common attributes found in user-friendly
interfaces.
1. Simple. A user-friendly interface is not overly complex, but instead is
straightforward, providing quick access to common features or commands.
2. Clean. Well-organized, making it easy to locate different tools and options.
3. Intuitive. In order to be user-friendly, an interface must be make sense to the
average user and should require minimal explanation for how to use it.
4. Reliable. An unreliable product is not user-friendly. A user-friendly product does
not malfunction or crash.
6.GENERAL CONDITIONS - each contract between travel agency/ tour operator and

company which officially represent the reservation system contains the following
obligatory content
Details about two/three parties in the contract.The most important part is obligations and
rights of the parties, payment terms, cancellation terms. There is cooperation and
assistance part, definition of force majeure, cooperation and assistance etc.
Each partner has in general the following obligations
For the company, representative of reservation system






To operates an online travel platform and offers various travel products through its
own private database and through direct interfaces with suppliers across the world.
To guarantee the access to the database
Тo ensure accurate and clear conditions for the purchase of services
Тo keep the software running
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Тo guarantee for its suppliers

For the company-user of travel reservation system





To comply with a privacy policy
To make payments within the specified period
To keep track of cancellation periods and penalties
To correctly enter all passenger data
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